Self-Storage Delinquency
and COVID-19

A Path to Support Tenants and Protect Revenue
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The coronavirus isn’t going
anywhere anytime soon. Cases
continue to rise throughout the U.S.,
and only time will tell what this might
mean for the self-storage industry.
Some of my own employees were even
out for weeks after becoming infected.
As we navigate these times, we’re all
living a bit differently. Our concerns
and joys, ways of working and being
social, financial responsibilities and
purchasing habits have changed.

As self-storage operators, we need to
understand that our customers are feeling
the impact of COVID-19 on multiple levels.
They might get sick or need to care for or
grieve a loved one.
Lockdowns and social curbs may cause them
to lose income or experience depression
and loneliness. The effects of the
pandemic are far-reaching.

Because of this, our facility managers on the front lines must adopt
a fresh attitude toward customer relations. One area of concern is rent
delinquency and how to deal with tenants who can’t pay their bill.
Collections are never fun, and they’re even more uncomfortable in
current circumstances. The best solution? Help your customers avoid
falling behind in the first place.

Even during this time of uncertainty, there are some simple steps
you can take to minimize self-storage rent delinquencies. The first is
to ensure you have a complete, legible, signed rental agreement from each
tenant that includes a phone number, address, email and at least one
alternate contact. Welcome your new customer and verify this
information with a follow-up email, phone call or postcard.

Review the agreement thoroughly with your new tenant during the
signing process. Be clear about the rent due date and any grace period,
plus late fees and when they’ll be assessed if a payment is missed.
Explain what could happen if he
fails to keep the account current,
notably that he could fall into lien
status. Ask if he has any
questions about the payment
amount, date and process or
repercussions for lateness.

One of the best ways to prevent late payments is by offering
autopay, which automatically charges your tenant’s credit card on
his due date. Present this as a “no-late-fee guarantee.” With autopay, he
won’t need to remember to pay his bill; nor will he have to fuss with
visiting the office, mailing a check or even making a payment online.

If a customer is hesitant to enroll in your automated program, there are
many other ways he can pay. Even before the pandemic, customer-contact
preferences have been steadily moving from traditional methods, such
as phone calls and letters, to digital channels. In this crisis, everything
suddenly shifted.
Many self-storage operators have
introduced touchless options,
allowing customers to pay online
or by phone, chat, email, mobile
app or text.

Digital channels provide self-storage
operators with more ways to reach
customers, while self-service payment
methods reduce operational costs.
It makes sense to explore the tools
that will give your tenants and staff a
sense of comfort and show that you
take their well-being seriously.

In the months to come, maintaining a positive customer experience
must be a priority, particularly as tenants grapple with financial
troubles. You’ll need to strike a balance between your need to collect rent
and compassion for your customer and his financial situation.
When an account first becomes
past due, a simple reminder call
or email is a nice personal touch
that can enhance the customer
relationship. It may even be a
welcome contact for those who
are isolated during this time.

It’s true that making reminder or collection calls can be awkward at the
best of times. They can also be time-consuming and feel unproductive.
You’ve likely heard never-ending excuses as to why people can’t pay, even
before the pandemic.
But as a top performer, you must have a strategy to encourage
payments and discourage delinquency. Reminder calls are a great
opportunity to discuss any options you have to help customers.

During the onset COVID-19, many operators stopped conducting lien
sales and started waiving late fees for customers who couldn’t afford to
pay. Others have increased the number of days before they send late
notices or assess late fees to give tenants more time to bring their
accounts current. Now, many of us wonder when it’s ethical to
resume collections and auction activity, particularly on accounts
that are 90 days or more overdue.

“COVID-19 has had an impact on our 60-plus delinquencies that is

attributable to the fact that we stopped auctions. We have a fairly large
backlog of units that would’ve otherwise been put up for auction or gotten
that last-minute payment to make them current. They just sit as
delinquencies now.
These numbers track right along with what our normal auction numbers
would have been. We are very aggressively trying to make move-out
offers. We’re taking partial payments and forgiving late fees much more
liberally than we would normally.”
―Dave Ratliff, Operations Manager,
A-1 Self Storage, which owns 53 facilities

Of course, there are government mandates to be considered, as some
cities have made it illegal to pursue rent remedies. Los Angeles, for
instance, has introduced new rules that give tenants extended time to pay
and prevent the charging of late fees.
Self-storage operators everywhere are afraid similar ordinances could be
passed in their area. The consensus has been to find a solution, even
if case-by-case, to work with tenants on making payments.

“Our managers have been instructed to reach out to past-due tenants
multiple times per week and try to gain an understanding of each
customer’s situation. For customers who are responsive and may be
going through financial hardship, we’ll work out a reduced pay
and vacate scenario.”
―Jake Nolte, Senior Associate of Asset Management,
Wentworth Properties, a commercial real estate company
that develops self-storage

“If a tenant had been a repeat delinquent tenant before the pandemic,

we do not waive the late fees. If [he] is a first or even second-time offender
through the pandemic, we have been waiving the late fees. The cost
to acquire new tenants outweighs the late fees. We would much rather
work with a tenant and keep them for a longer period of time.”
―Ryan Smith, President, Thomas Management LLC,
a self-storage construction and management firm

Self-storage companies that fail to support tenants during this time
may pay the price. Those that explore alternative solutions to rent
struggles, fostering relationships with customers and helping them
manage their obligations, will be better equipped to minimize loss and
maximize performance in the long term.
COVID-19 is an economic crisis, and
whether it’s a short, sharp shock
to our lives or a catalyst with long-term
impact, how your company cares for
renters and staff in this time will be
remembered for years to come.

Beyond the strategies mentioned above, there are other possibilities to
consider regarding delinquency, for example:
 Offer your tenant a settlement agreement in which he promises to
vacate his unit in exchange for a reduced amount or complete rent
forgiveness. This allows you to reclaim the space and rent it to a new,
paying customer.
 If the tenant wishes to remain in the unit, offer a payment plan that
works for both parties.
 Offer the customer the option to abandon the unit, signing an
agreement that allows you to dispose of, sell or donate the contents.

However you approach payment-related issues during COVID-19,
be consistent in how you deal with tenants and stay up to date on laws
that could impact your policies. You don’t want to learn the hard way that
a law passed and you inadvertently violated it.
Take advantage of the resources offered by state and national self-storage
associations as well as education providers like Inside Self-Storage.
Most important, be compassionate and fair when dealing with
customers. Isn’t it what you would want from a creditor, if you were
having trouble paying your bills in this environment?

Learn more about addressing self-storage tenant delinquency with the following
products from the ISS Store:
 VIDEO (on demand or DVD) – Don’t Lien on Me: Avoiding Self-Storage
Auctions, What to Do When You Can’t
 BOOK (softcover) - Revenue Management 101: Effective Techniques
to Increase Income and Value for Self-Storage Assets
 VIDEO (on demand or DVD) – Money In: Recovering Self-Storage Debt
 VIDEO (on demand or DVD) – Tried and Tested Techniques for Maximizing
Self-Storage Collections
 VIDEO (on demand or DVD) – Mastering the Art of Self-Storage Collections
 VIDEO (on demand or DVD) – Improving Your Self-Storage Collections:
Effective Skills to Get the Rent!
All available exclusively at www.iss-store.com!
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